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ABSTRACT: Big data include huge volume with multiple evolutions of data sets, complexity on the independent 
sources. In the field of science and engineering, biological and biomedical sciences the big data are rapidly expanded. 
The capability of extracting useful information from large set of data is referred as big data which is not possible in 
earlier days. Data Mining is the term of exploring and analyzing the large quantity of data to locate different molds for 
big data. Analysis of big data is a troublesome one. It often involves the collection and storage of mixed data depends 
on different patterns and rules. The big data becomes one of the most stimulating concepts for the subsequent years. 
This paper consists of big data with data mining, issues on big data with data mining and related works on the big data. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

 The advanced technology gave the rapid growth in storing of data which is implied as digitization. The 
amount of   storing data can be structured, semi structured and unstructured data so called Big data. The word ‘big’ here 
means the data with larger size and with collected set that makes complexity. Big data has been used to convey all sorts 
of concepts, including huge quantities of data, social media analytics, next generation data management capabilities, 
real time data and much more. The big data has become expandable in all science and engineering domains. Data 
Mining focuses on relevant and unique information   from large set of    data (Big Data). The most important target of 
this paper is to offer the readers with the information about data mining with big data, challenging issues on it and its 
related works. The   big data are nowadays plays a challenging role in social medias. 
   For example: In  twitter any public or general topic messages are tweeted by millions of people within an hour and 
the best comments are to be top listed and feedbacks are to be generated in real time. 
 

II. BIG DATA 
 

          Big data is a term of massive collection of information or huge volume of data with different types from 
distributed sources that pursues very complex data. It also provides the various relationships among data. This pays the 
way to determine the knowledge from the big data. 
       Big data are classified into two types. They are: 

1. Structured data sets. 
2. Unstructured data sets. 

 
 

STRUCTURED   DATA SETS 
The structured data sets are which the collection of data that forms a relationships among them. The information 

can be represented in rows and columns. The relationship implies that these types of data are grouped using one 
similarity. The best example is information of an organization. 

 
SEMI STRUCTURED DATA 

The semi structured data does not provide a fixed schema. The information provided here are heterogeneous. 
 

UNSTRUCTURED DATA 
Unstructured data includes the very complex information. This type of data cannot be indexed easily for 

analyzing or querying. The unstructured data can be on the format image files, audio files, video files and complex 
health records so on. 
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III. THREE  V’S  ON  BIG DATA 

 
According to Doug Laney, the big data management is defined into three v’ s.  They are 
1. volume 
2. variety 
3. velocity 

 
 VOLUME: 
       The storing of data are in the huge manner.  It refers to the amount of data that are stored. Volume is the most 
important aspect in dealing with big data. It is an expandable one. The data stored can be extended then and there 
required. 
 
 VELOCITY: 
           The velocity refers to the speed on which the data are circulated. It is  just  like  that of status on  whatsapp, 
timeline on    facebook, comments on messages and various updates. It implies the data movement on real time and 
their updations in fractions of seconds. 
 
VARIETY: 
               The variety in name itself implies different, same that data are with multiple or different data types: The data 
can be of structured or unstructured type. Unstructured data can be short message service(SMS), audio files, media 
files, conversation in social media, portable  document format and social sensor data. 
  

IV EXTENSION OF V’ S IN BIG DATA 
 

             Apart from the 3 v’s given by Doug Laney, nowadays it is extended into some more  
 

1. Value 
2. Veracity 
3. Variability 
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VALUE: 
This includes the result of implementation of big data in an organization. simply the profit gained by an 

organization after the invest of big data. 
 
 
VERACITY: 

Many large volume of data, lack in their accuracy and quality. But veracity is available in big data. It gives 
truefull information and repetitions of informations are cleaned. 
 
VARIABILITY OR COMPLEXITY: 

Variability refers variations in the data flow rates. It imposes a critical challenge, the need to connect, match, 
cleanse and transform data received from different sources. 
 
 
 
 
Doug Laney 3 V’s 
 
    
 
 
Extended 3 V’s 
 
 
 
 

V. DATA MINING WITH BIG DATA 
 

Data Mining is the gaining information or knowledge from big data. Big data is the collection of large volume 
of complex data in which focusing on appropriate data is meant by data mining. 
 

     
 

Mining refers to finding exact information or knowledge gained from the collected data. 
 

VI. KEY FEATURES OF BIG DATA 
 
The salient features of big data are given below. 

 Contains large volume of data size. 
 Data sources are from various phases. 
 Time to time data get changed 
 It is free from control of anyone. 
 Difficult to handle data and more complex in nature. 
 

VERACITY VARIETY VARIABILITY 

VALUE VELOCITY 
VOLUME 

BIG DATA 
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VII. CHALLENGING ISSUES IN DATA MINING WITH BIG DATA 
 
 Big data stored are scattered in different places and so on data volumes are get increased continuously. 
 It is important to achieve unique statistical results and should not have any duplicate information. 
 Time complexity is more on the big data. 
 Storing of large volume of data required huge memory capacity. 

 
VIII. CONCLUSION 

 
Increased usage of huge data then big data may get increased for forth coming years. It provides the final 

borders for researchers and business applications. The important challenge on big data structure is to concentrate more 
on complicated interaction between data sources and developing changes by time to time on the models. High 
performance computing platforms are necessary to manage big data. 
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